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ABSTRACT

Sustainable urban growth can be achieved in part by increasing density through infill 

development. Done right, infill development encourages already developed areas to become 

more diverse and livable, while limiting urban sprawl and all the public health, environmental, 

and infrastructure problems that accompany it. In Pima County’s 2015 update to the 

Comprehensive Plan, infill development is identified as a goal for land use policy. This study 

utilizes a Python script to build a model of the Hillside Development Overlay Zone (HDZ) to aid

in removing zoning barriers to this goal. This a) improves the permitting process; b) encourages 

purchase of parcels outside of hillside areas and; c) encourages innovative design on hillside 

areas. The visualization is available on Pima County’s MapGuide website, allowing developers 

to make informed decisions about purchasing, permitting, and designing on HDZ parcels. In 

addition, this study uses a Kernel Density analysis to suggest areas where HDZ can be removed, 

without losing protection for mountainous areas. These suggestions are submitted to Pima 

County Development Services.
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INTRODUCTION

Away From Sprawl

As sustainable urban growth increasingly becomes a necessary response to resource and 

climate challenges, critical questions arise. What does sustainable urban growth look like on the 

ground? How are the terms “sustainability” and “growth” reconciled? Most discussions seem to 

agree on one point: the trend of low-density, suburban sprawl is no longer viable. Sprawl has 

been linked to high costs of infrastructure and maintenance (Calthorpe 2010), vehicle miles 

traveled and traffic accidents, (Ewing, Pendall, and Chen 2003) public health issues including 

obesity (Ewing et. al 2003), and increased fragmentation of wildlife habitat and resources (Hasse

and Lathrop 2003). Sprawl was a major byproduct of post World War II modernist design theory,

embodied by architect Le Corbusier’s (Charles-Edouard Jeanneret-Gris) “Plan for a 

Contemporary City with 3 Million Inhabitants.” The plan illustrates single-use, standardized 

units of land, neatly organized and connected with roads that maximize efficiency of 

transportation. The idea was that with the leaps and bounds in industrial production, architecture 

no longer needed a “style” to be beautiful: innovation, purpose, and spatial logistics were enough

(Le Corbusier 1987). Modernist planners inspired by Le Corbusier’s work worked on massive 

scales, where space was organized by function alone. Land use was based on economic models 

and transportation data, and not necessarily local environments (Wheeler and Beatley 2014).

Modernism, and mainly the urban blight associated with it, lost popularity in the 1960s 

and 1970s. One of the first to loudly critique modernism was Jane Jacobs, who called modern 

planning “sterile” and argued instead for livable, walkable neighborhoods. In her major work 

The Death and Life of Great American Cities, she describes Greenwich Village in New York 
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City, where density, mixed uses and incomes, and cultural history came together to provide a 

vibrant, healthy living space (Jacobs 1961). Her book put into words what many planners, 

landscape designers, and architects were feeling at the time about urban renewal projects that 

were leveling traditional neighborhoods; something important was being destroyed. She 

triggered a discussion of “place-making” in planning spheres, a concept that designers should 

strive to create a uniquely identifiable space, using organic urban forms derived from the local 

history and day-to-day life (Wheeler and Beatley 2014). Instead of planning for cars, Jacobs 

argued, communities, neighborhoods, and cities should be planned for people.

Jacobs ideas became popular parallel to, but not necessarily connected with, the 

awakening of the environmental movement in the public sphere—Rachel Carson’s book Silent 

Spring, considered the first time environmentalism breached the scientific world and became a 

household discussion, was published in 1962 (Griswold 2012). Contemporaries of Jacobs in the 

1980s and 1990s defined the New Urbanism Movement, which was outlined by a group of 

planners, architects, and landscape architects frustrated with the fragmented communities created

by sprawling cities. Self-titled the Congress of New Urbanism (CNU), they drafted and 

published the Charter for New Urbanism, which combines transit-oriented development, infill 

development, and traditional neighborhood development goals into one document. The focus is 

on returning life to urban space by increasing density and variety (Congress for New Urbanism 

n.d.). Urbanism, defined by Peter Calthorpe (architect, author, and original CNU member), is a 

movement to revitalize urban and suburban space by bringing public health, recreation, nature, 

and culture under the umbrella of urban planning, adding to economics and logistics. His 

overarching argument is that communities should be varied enough to support most of daily life 

without being dependent on a car (Calthorpe 2011).
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In 2011, Calthorpe published Urbanism in the Age of Climate Change, explicitly placing 

urbanism in the context of sustainable planning challenges. He expands the term urbanism to 

include environmental, social, and economic sustainability and asserts that urbanism, and the 

density increase that comes with, is especially suited to addressing all three (Calthorpe 2011). 

Firstly, density is inherently cost effective—bringing amenities closer together requires less 

personal vehicle use and reduces distribution of energy and other resources to a smaller area 

(Calthorpe 2011). Secondly, Calthorpe argues that most green technologies require density to be 

efficient. Small capacity energy generation networks and renewable energy sources work 

significantly better in urban spaces where energy does not need to travel long distances. 

Advances in transit are also more effective in urban spaces, as ridership has long been linked to 

population density (Calthorpe 2011.) Density, in other words, is the primary link between 

urbanism and sustainability. 

Today, the term urbanism is interchangeable with Smart Growth planning, and density 

remains a major component. The term originated when the American Planning Association 

jointly developed initiatives for local development to become more compact with the U.S. 

Department of Housing and Urban Development (Goetz 2005). Smart Growth focuses more on 

government policy-making than urban and landscape design, and one of the main methods for 

increasing density at this level is infill development. Widely accepted as a way to combat sprawl 

and increase density, infill development has been implemented in many different ways under the 

name of Smart Growth. For example, Portland, Oregon established an Urban Growth Boundary 

in 1980, a flexible boundary surrounding the metropolitan area inside which all zones are 

developed at urban densities. Though controversial, the Portland Urban Growth boundary is 

frequently used as the classic exemplar of Smart Growth (Jun 2004).
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Therefore, returning to the question of sustainability in urban planning, this study focuses

on infill development as one of the many methods to achieve sustainable urban growth. Author 

and professor Stephen Wheeler argues that infill development is uniquely suited to reconciling 

sustainability with continued growth, simply by spatially rearranging where the growth occurs.  

He provides explicit strategies for achieving quality infill. Active strategies usually involve the 

spending of bond or grant money and include acquiring and improving brownfields, establishing 

urban design guides, constructing public amenities, and establishing incentive districts. These 

activities can meet public resistance unless governing bodies work directly with residents 

(Wheeler and Beatley 2014). Passive strategies involve removing existing policy barriers to infill

and include streamlining permit processes, making grant money more accessible to developers, 

reducing costly design requirements (such as parking lot capacity) and revising zoning codes 

(Wheeler and Beatley 2014). 

In identifying these particular strategies, Wheeler places much of the responsibility for 

sustainable growth in the hands of land use planners at city and county levels. He states that 

because of this, sustainable growth will most likely come in the form of incremental rather than 

sweeping changes, and will occur on local and regional scales (Wheeler and Beatley 2014).

Pima County Comprehensive Planning: Pima Prospers

In Pima County, smart growth concepts can be found in the 2015 update to the Pima 

County Comprehensive Plan, titled Pima Prospers. After approval by the Board of Supervisors, 

which followed fourteen public hearings, Pima Prospers became the principal document guiding 

all county decision and policymaking. In the introduction, Pima Prospers asserts that economic 

and infrastructural growth can still occur in tandem with conservation of natural resources and 

cultural heritage. Sections outlining goals, each with explicit policy procedures for their 
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achievement, follow the introduction. These sections cover more than previous plans, which 

typically focus on land use. While there is a land use section, there are also sections on physical 

and human infrastructure, economic development, and projected costs and funding sources (Pima

County 2015). The Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan is integrated into Pima Prospers, as are 

many elements from previous comprehensive plans.

The Land Use section recalls many key concepts from The Charter for New Urbanism 

and the principals of Smart Growth. To name a few, Pima Prospers lists policies such as 

promoting density where infrastructure can support it, incentivizing mixed-use development, 

consideration of work, school, infrastructure, health and recreational access in land use decisions,

reuse of historic buildings and brownfields, development of a multimodal transportation 

network, and promotion of transit oriented development (Pima County 2015). Infill development 

is a strategy repeatedly listed under many goals and sections, including Long Range Vitality of 

the Region, Focused Development Investment Areas, Housing and Livable Communities, and 

Efficient Use of Land.

The implementation measures for infill development focus on two of Wheeler’s 

strategies: incentives (active) and removing barriers (passive). The scope of this study is 

addressed primarily under Goal 3 of Focused Development Investment Areas, where policies 

include the development of tools and removal of zoning barriers to facilitate infill efforts (Pima 

County 2015).

The Hillside Development Overlay Zone

The history of the Hillside Development Overlay Zone (HDZ) has become somewhat of a

legend in the Development Services Department of Pima County; according to the Assistant 

Planning Director, a property being developed in the Tucson Mountains drew attention from the 
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public for its long, switch back driveway cutting sharply into the hillside. The driveway and the 

property were highly visible, and this led to particularly harsh complaints by neighbors and 

environmentalists. The developer faced many challenges, including “monkey-wrench” 

vandalism, and shortly after the HDZ was drafted to prevent further development of this nature 

(Poirier and Holden 2016). The zone contained a description of the slope requirements of HDZ, 

and also designated no-build zones on certain peaks and ridges (Poirier 2005). The overlay zone 

saw five revisions over the next twenty-two years, reflecting the clash between development and 

environmental protection (Poirier 2005). Accuracy of delineating protected peaks and ridges 

increased over time, but the actual definition of hillsides included in the zone was never mapped.

HDZ is described in Chapter 18, Section 61 of the Pima County Code of Ordinances. It 

was implemented in 1976, and to date HDZ shares the chapter with Protected Peaks and Ridges. 

The purpose of HDZ, listed in Section 10, is to preserve the “…character, identity and image of 

Pima County” and to promote public welfare (Pima County, AZ Code of Ordinances n.d.).  This 

includes conserving natural resources found in hillside areas, balancing density of development 

with biologically significant terrain, minimizing erosion, and providing safe and financially 

efficient access to mountainous areas. However, HDZ can be triggered for reasons outside of the 

original purpose, for example proximity to a wash or previous grading on a parcel. For this 

reason, HDZ has been identified as a possible barrier to infill development.

HDZ impacts “…any land parcel, lot, or project site containing slopes of fifteen percent 

or greater, that are both longer than fifty feet when measured in any horizontal direction and 

higher than seven and one-half feet when measured vertically” (Pima County, AZ Code of 

Ordinances n.d.). This definition of HDZ has never been mapped in the Pima County GIS library

or on the MapGuide tool, making it difficult for the public and for building code officials to 
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discern if a parcel is actually impacted by the zone. If the actual impact area is known, and a 

relatively small portion of the property, all processes described below can be avoided by simply 

not developing on the impact area.

Triggering HDZ comes with a set of development standards, restrictions, and 

requirements for the area impacted. These include housing unit density and grading limits, site 

restoration and slope mitigation requirements, and minimum yard buffers, among others. These 

standards are triggered by the average cross-slope of the site, which is a measure that increases 

with the total amount of topography on a parcel. Different HDZ standards are associated with 

different thresholds of average cross slope, for example, if the average cross slope is 15 percent, 

the average area per dwelling unit is one acre. As the average cross slope goes up, this area 

increases, requiring less structural density for more topography (Pima County 1976). The 

average cross slope calculation does not include set-aside natural areas, and land owners 

impacted by HDZ often opt to include additional natural areas to decrease the average cross 

slope. 

Otherwise, bypassing the standards requires the approval of an HDZ exception from the 

Design Review Board, unless the development includes a protected peak or ridge, which requires

approval of a special use permit by the Board of Supervisors. The fee for an HDZ exception to be

heard by the Design Review Committee is $805, and special use permits by the Board of 

Supervisors are either $805 or $1,611, if development has already begun at the time of the 

application (Pima County 2016). In addition, incorrect HDZ calculations are subject to a 

minimum fee of $232. Approved exceptions can be subject to conditions as well, for example the

application for an HDZ Exception by Ad Halili, for the construction of his personal residence in 

the Tucson Mountains. The application was reviewed and approved with thirteen conditions, 
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including type of soil to be used, monitoring of all revegetation, removal of excavation soil, and 

additional reporting to county (Morman 2009). 

Cases where HDZ exceptions are requested for developing on protected peaks or ridges 

must be heard by the Board of Supervisors, and these are usually denied. These exceptions also 

tend to draw more public opposition. In 2001, Fidelity National Title Agency Inc. applied for an 

HDZ special use permit to develop a subdivision in the Tucson Mountains, part of which would 

be on a protected ridge. The application faced harsh public criticism from both ends. In the case 

of an approval, neighbors and environmentalists argued that this would set a precedent for other 

protected areas, rendering HDZ all but useless (Pima County 2001). Others, mainly the 

developer, argued that denial would amount to “taking,” or illegally controlling the use of private

property (Davis 2001). In the end, the Board still denied the application, against the 

recommendation of all the county departments that reviewed it.

As these cases show, bypassing HDZ can be a difficult and time consuming process, one 

that may deter development in impact areas altogether. Though this is ideal when HDZ falls on 

mountainsides, the lack of any spatial representation of HDZ has made it difficult to determine if 

HDZ also falls in areas that are already developed and could benefit from infill development (i.e.

non-mountainous areas in the urban core). For example: in 2016 developers for the Copper 

Ridge Healthcare Facility had to apply for an HDZ Exception by the Design Review Committee, 

due to grading from a previous land use that triggered HDZ. This process eventually totaled 

$1,094 in fees for an application and an unadvertised public hearing, and spanned a two month 

time period. This does not include the cost and time associated with surveying the land to 

determine if HDZ was present (Hoyos 2016).
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Objectives

This study develops a Python geoprocessing script to create a visualization of HDZ. 

Based on existing county parcel and elevation data, the results are displayed on Pima County’s 

Map Guide website to aid building code officials and eventually the public in identifying, 

permitting, and developing on HDZ parcels. This will inherently streamline the development 

process by allowing landowners to identify HDZ from the beginning and plan accordingly. 

Secondarily, the study provides an analysis of the spatial efficiency of the zone in achieving its 

purpose, by examining the density of HDZ impact areas. Low density areas will be suggested to 

the Board of Supervisors for possible HDZ removal, in order to encourage infill development in 

these areas. The goal is to employ the strategy of identifying zoning barriers to infill 

development, described by Wheeler and Pima Prospers, without reducing the protection of 

hillside areas, and to participate in one of many incremental changes that work towards urban 

sustainability within Pima County.
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METHODS

Study Area

The study area is bounded by Pima County, located in south central Arizona. The county 

covers 9,200 square miles and shares nearly 124 miles of its border with Sonora, Mexico (Pima 

County, n.d.) (Figure 1). The 2015 American Community Survey population estimate is 

approximately 1 million people (U.S. Census Bureau 2016). Within this boundary, any 

jurisdictions where Pima County does not enforce code will be excluded from the analysis. This 

includes incorporated cities (e.g. Tucson, Marana, Oro Valley). and land owned by the Tohono 

O’Odham Nation or the Federal government (Figure 2, Figure 3).

Though the HDZ model will be built for all unincorporated parcels, the focus for HDZ 

removal will be east of the Tohono O’Odham Nation. This area is generally considered to be the 

urban core of Pima County, making it the primary target for reducing barriers to infill 

development.

Data

All source data was obtained from the Pima County GIS Department, or IT/GIS, which 

maintains an extensive library of GIS information (hereafter “GIS Library”) for the county. 

Analysis was performed using ESRI ArcGIS 10.2.2 and the open source IDE PyScripter. All data

are in the Arizona State Plane Coordinate System, Central Zone (FIPS 0202), NAD83 HARN, in 

international feet.

Parcel Data

Parcel polygons used by the script are generated using paregion, a feature class in the 

Pima County GIS Library. This data has been digitized from legal descriptions of parcels and 
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Figure 1: Study Area.
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Figure 2: Study Area. Jurisdictional Boundaries.



Figure 3: Study Area. Applicable Parcels.
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subdivisions (Pima County IT/GIS Department 2016). It also has an extremely high temporal 

resolution, because parcel geometry is updated on a daily basis as owners split and combine lots. 

Changes can also occur in the attributes, for example ownership or assessed value. The data are 

kept current by Pima County staff and a computerized task manager which runs a parcel 

generation script overnight.

Elevation Data

The elevation model used to determine slope and elevation ranges is a Digital Elevation 

Model (DEM) derived from a terrain model. This terrain is composed of points from the Pima 

Association of Governments 2005 and 2008 LiDAR flights, which cover most of eastern Pima 

County. The remaining area utilized 2003 USGS ten-foot elevation points. In addition, points 

classified as bridges were removed in order to produce a hydrologically correct model (Pima 

County IT/GIS Department 2011). Though the LiDAR points have a finer resolution than ten 

feet, the final Elevation Model is represented at the coarser resolution of ten feet. 

Development of the HDZ Script and MapGuide Layer

The HDZ script was developed in four phases: 1) testing key steps of the process on a 

local workstation with a small subsection of data; 2) testing and creating a standalone script on a 

development server; 3) finalizing the script to be compatible with GIS Library processes; and 4) 

running the script on a production server. The process allows for refinement before publication 

on a production server, which is the final phase before results are published to the GIS Library. 

Phase 1: Local Testing

The geoprocessing steps were determined using a subset of the input data, representing 

only the western portion of the DEM and the corresponding unincorporated parcels. These 

datasets were prepared from the original source data specifically for testing. Each step in the 
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process was run individually, so that the results could be analyzed for their effectiveness. A series

of tools, including Slope, Zonal Statistics, and Minimum Bounding Geometry, were selected and 

incorporated into a Python script. This script was used to create a custom tool in an ArcMap 

setting so that the process would be consistent throughout all future testing (Figure 4). 

HDZ results are split into two categories based on certainty: “Definitely” and “Possibly.” 

“Definitely HDZ” areas have a run greater than 60 feet, which is ten feet longer than the run 

listed in the zone definition. “Possibly HDZ” features were selected if they were within ten feet 

of the zone definition (runs of 40 to 60 feet.) This was done to account for abstraction inherent in

any GIS analysis; as the measurements approach the hard definition of HDZ, the accuracy 

becomes less certain (Whitney 2016). The ten-foot threshold was set to equal the DEM 

resolution, because it is the source of the slope shapes that are measured to determine the run.

At this point in the process, all input data and intermediate geoprocessing results were 

saved inside a scratch database. The final results were directed to a feature dataset entitled 

“Results[date]”, so that test runs could be analyzed for accuracy as changes to the script were 

made. 

Phase 2: Development Server

Because of the large size of both input datasets, testing the process for all of Pima County

occurred on a development server with greater processing capacity. Copies of the input data, 

script, and database were moved to this location, so that no network communication between 

machines was required during the process. 

The script was also edited to be standalone. This means that steps were added to prepare 

parcel data from the source, rather than beginning with a copy of the source data already cut to 
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Figure 4: Geoprocessing Workflow Script for Testing.
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unincorporated Pima County by a user in ArcMap. In addition, steps to allow the script to run 

independently of ArcMap were incorporated, including the replacement of any tools not included

in the arcpy module for Python, as well as using fully qualified path names. 

A process was also added that reformats the results to be compatible with the GIS Library

and MapGuide. This involved merging “Definitely” and “Possibly” HDZ areas to create HDZ 

Impact Areas, and adding a field for the certainty designation. After merging, the results are 

converted to shapefile format for use by the GIS Library Manager, a script that keeps GIS layer 

geometry, attributes, and metadata updated.

An IT/GIS error trapping process was added to the script to aid in testing. This process 

uses Python “try” and “except” commands, where a failure of the code block under “try” leads to

the generation of an email, containing a log file of both Python and ArcDesktop error messages 

(Appendix A).

Due to the large size of the data being processed, the script runs for approximately four 

hours, so the process was scheduled to run each night at 1:00 a.m. using job scheduling software.

This ensured that partial or complete results, with an email detailing errors, were available each 

morning for analysis.

Phase 3: Finalized Script Contents

After testing in local and development environments, the finalized script process is 

shown in Figure 5. The full script can be found in Appendix B.

At this point in development, all inputs and geoprocessing results were saved inside the 

scratch geodatabase, with the overwrite outputs option set to “True.” This simplified moving the 

entire process from server to server, because only one path name had to be edited for each move. 
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Figure 5: Finalized Script Workflow.
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Phase 4: The Production Server, Publication, and Maintenance

Production servers are used by IT/GIS once processes are finalized and ready to 

contribute to the GIS Library. The HDZ process was moved up to this server after two successful

runs on the development server. This required changing path names to appropriate sites; 

intermediate data remained in the scratch database but the final shapefile was directed to the GIS 

Library location. The parcel and DEM variables were populated with the path to the source data 

from the GIS Library, instead of copies in the scratch database.

The script was set to run every Saturday at 4:00 a.m. This time was specifically chosen to

avoid the parcel update process, which can disrupt the HDZ process if they coincide. Each run 

will overwrite the results in the “Shapes” folder, which is used to populate the Pima County GIS 

Library. The GIS Library is a system composed of shapefile folders, a script titled Library 

Manager, and a geodatabase for use in the department called gislib.gdb. Gislib.gdb is populated 

with data from the shapefile folders by the Library Manger, which compares the dates of datasets

with the same name between the two locations. If a newer file is found in the shapefile folders, 

the Library Manager converts that shapefile to a feature class in the gislib geodatabase. In this 

way, the GIS Library keeps data created on a regular basis, such as HDZ, up to date.

In addition, the Library Manager monitors whether or not the shapefile is associated with 

a metadata page on the Pima County GIS Metadata website and returns an error email if the 

metadata is not present. The Pima County GIS Metadata website was updated to include HDZ 

Impact Areas just after moving the process onto the production server. This includes a 

description, source data information, known errors or qualifications, source dates, and contact 

information for the layer. Pima County’s Information Technology Department can then create a 

corresponding layer on the Pima County MapGuide website. Currently, the HDZ layer is 
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available to Development Services and Building Code employees, (see Figure 6) and will soon 

be available for public viewing. 

Analysis of Results for Removal

Once HDZ was identified, the next step was to analyze the results and determine if there 

were locations where HDZ could be removed, without removing protection from mountainsides. 

This was done by analyzing the density of points that fall inside the HDZ features. Ten million 

points were generated inside of Pima County using the Create Random Points tool, and the 

points that fell inside HDZ Impact Areas were selected. This resulted in areas with large or 

clustered HDZ features being represented by a greater number of points. The selected points 

became the input for the Kernel Density Tool, which analyzes density within a certain radius of 

each point. A radius of 2,640 feet, or ½ mile, was used to generate a raster model of the HDZ 

point density.

The resulting density values of this raster were divided into ten equal breaks classes. Four

of the values defining these classes were selected as a threshold, above which the density was 

classified as “high” (Figure 7). These thresholds were presented to county staff responsible for 

changes to zoning code, and a threshold of 535.06 points per ½ square miles was chosen based 

on how well it corresponded with other protective boundaries, such as Protected Peaks and 

Ridges, National Forests, National Monuments, and State Parks. The selected threshold was used

to convert the raster to a polygon representing the highest densities as remaining HDZ impact 

areas (Figure 8). 
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Figure 6: HDZ Impact Areas on MapGuide.
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Figure 7: Four Density Thresholds.
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Figure 8: Remaining High-Density HDZ Impact Areas.
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Assumptions

This analysis assumes that elevation does not significantly change as frequently as parcel 

data, and therefore there is no process for updating the DEM built into the script. There is also 

the assumption that the random point generation and select-by-location processes accurately 

represent large and close together HDZ features. Third, the study assumes that analyzing density 

of points per half mile radius will accurately depict areas where the HDZ impact is either large or

numerous. Finally, the analysis assumes that parcels outside of Pima County jurisdiction will not 

be affected by HDZ and do not need to be considered.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Development of the HDZ Script and MapGuide Layer

The results of this process include a weekly scheduled Python script, which produces a 

model of HDZ as it appears on individual parcels. This is managed by the GIS Library system 

and displayed on internal MapGuide Maps. The reoccurring process allows for the model to 

match constantly changing parcel geometry, ensuring that any parcel applying for permits is 

represented.

The results are symbolized as “Possibly” and “Definitely” HDZ polygons on MapGuide, 

which addresses the inherent abstraction that occurs in any GIS process. This also has the effect 

of identifying areas that require more analysis. In the case of “Possibly” impact areas, surveyors 

can target uncertain areas only, making the confirmation process more efficient.

The MapGuide layer will be used to inform developers of HDZ requirements at the 

initiation of the application process, rather than the Design Review stage, saving developers 

money and time. Building code officials, when consulting an applicant, can provide 

recommendations for designing on HDZ parcels, especially those that have only small HDZ 

impact areas. Innovative design solutions can be developed to work around the impact areas or 

incorporate necessary requirements before the first Design Review meeting, increasing the 

likelihood of approval and eliminating the need for a second review (and associated costs). 

Making the layer available on the public MapGuide website will allow developers to do this 

research on their own time, allowing them to apply with full knowledge of the requirements.

While the tool is clearly beneficial for infill development, it also facilitates protection of 

the hillside areas. In identifying the areas where HDZ design requirements are in effect, it 
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becomes easier for developers to meet erosion mitigation and vegetation needs, encouraging 

innovative design to avoid negative environmental impacts on these areas. In addition, advance 

knowledge of HDZ requirements can influence where developers choose to build, perhaps 

incentivizing more development in areas where the impact of HDZ is lesser or absent all 

together.

Analysis of Results for Removal

The density analysis resulted in a suggestion of removal for HDZ in any are where the 

density of ten million points is less than 535.06 per half mile. This allows for balance between 

developers and mountainside protection. HDZ impact areas are “hemmed,” or cut closer to the 

areas that need protection and removed in places where development is already the primary land 

use. However, the threshold was selected with consideration of other protective boundaries in 

Pima County, including Protected Peaks and Ridges and parkland, to ensure the purpose of 

protection was served as well. 

A visual analysis of the density results show that parcels that trigger HDZ outside of a 

mountain or hillside area, such as that from the Copper Ridge case, fall outside of the remaining 

HDZ impact areas, demonstrating the effectiveness of the model. In addition, the high-density 

HDZ areas cover 72.88 percent of Protected Peaks and Ridges. Though these protective 

designations will remain in place regardless of HDZ removal, this demonstrates that the density 

analysis also represents the interest of mountainside protection.

The methodology for this process will be submitted for review by Pima County staff and 

used when presenting to the Board of Supervisors. 
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CONCLUSIONS

The first objective of this project was to build a model of the Hillside Development 

Overlay Zone, to improve the efficiency of both development and mountainside protection. This 

was achieved using a Python script and the Pima County GIS Library system, that incorporates 

constantly changing parcel data and high-resolution elevation data. The resulting model is 

published on MapGuide, allowing permitting staff to inform developers of HDZ at the beginning 

of the design process. This has the effect of streamlining development and innovative hillside 

design on parcels impacted by HDZ without removing protective measures. This also indirectly 

encourages development outside of hillside areas, as these parcels will inherently be less 

impacted by the zone and therefore have more flexibility in design. 

The second objective was to identify potential HDZ removal areas where the zone 

becomes a barrier to infill in already developed areas. This was accomplished by providing Pima 

County staff with multiple density thresholds for removal, and preparing maps and code text 

amendments for presentation to the Board of Supervisors. The Board will make the final 

judgment of these documents. Approval would mean that the density process is adopted as the 

method for identifying HDZ impact areas. Therefore, the density process would need to be 

incorporated into the script for the model to reflect the resulting changes to the zone. 

Further work on the script may take the form of incorporating newer elevation models. 

As technology advances, it may become more feasible for annual Pima Association of 

Governments LiDAR flights to cover more of Pima County at finer spatial and temporal 

resolutions. Replacing the terrain-derived DEM source data with newer, finer LiDAR points will 
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increase the accuracy of the HDZ layer, allowing county staff to identify HDZ impact area 

locations more definitively.

The scale of this project is relatively small compared to most urban sustainability studies.

However, this is an example of how changes can be made on a local level towards a larger goal. 

The model removes the barrier of uncertainty that was present in most hillside development until

this point by providing a tool for identification and making informed decisions. The model also 

incentivizes either innovative hillside designs or development outside of hillside areas. Approval 

of the density process would greatly reduce the barriers to increasing development in urbanized 

areas. These results fall under Pima Prospers goal of removing barriers to and creating incentives

for infill development, representing small, incremental steps towards the larger goal of urban 

sustainability. 
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APPENDIX A: ERROR TRAPPING
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Figure A 1: Error Trapping, Email Text
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Figure A 2: Error Trapping, Log File Text
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APPENDIX B: FULL SCRIPT
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# Import arcpy module
import arcpy
import traceback
import sys, string, os, smtplib
from email.MIMEText import MIMEText

from arcpy import env
from arcpy import gp
from arcpy.sa import Con
gp.overwriteOutput = True
arcpy.CheckOutExtension("Spatial")
arcpy.CheckOutExtension("3D")

# Set the overwriteOutput property to True
arcpy.env.overwriteOutput == True
env.Workspace = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\scratch.gdb"

Parcels = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\scratch.gdb\parClip1"
PimaElevation = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\HDZdevelop.gdb\TERRAIN08_10ftDEM_HYDRO"
Workspace = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\scratch.gdb"

###use for testing--
##Parcels = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\HDZscratch.gdb\par_west"
##PimaElevation = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\HDZscratch.gdb\DEM10fth_Wpar"
##Workspace = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\scratch.gdb"
##Results = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\HDZdevelop.gdb\Results_cliptest"

# -------------Local variables-------------
paregionLayer = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\scratch.gdb\paregionLayer"
PimaSlope = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\scratch.gdb\PimaSlope"
slope_integer = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\scratch.gdb\slope_integer"
SlopeVector = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\scratch.gdb\SlopeVector"
SlopesFitToParcels = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\scratch.gdb\SlopesFitToParcels"
Rise_MBG = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\scratch.gdb\Rise_MBG"
DefPar = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\scratch.gdb\DefPar"
DefHDZ = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\scratch.gdb\DefHDZ"
PosHDZ = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\scratch.gdb\PosHDZ"
PosPar = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\scratch.gdb\PosPar"
ParcelLayer = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\scratch.gdb\ParcelLayer"
DefHDZPoints = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\scratch.gdb\DefHDZPoints"
AboveElevRange = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\scratch.gdb\AboveElevRange"
Elev_integer = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\scratch.gdb\Elev_integer"
Elevpts = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\scratch.gdb\Elevpts"
ElevationLayer = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\scratch.gdb\ElevationLayer"
ClipMBG = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\scratch.gdb\ClipMBG"
Rise = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\scratch.gdb\Rise"
Rise_Vector = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\scratch.gdb\Rise_Vector"
MergeDef = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\scratch.gdb\MergeDef"
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MergePos = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\scratch.gdb\MergePos"
HDZimp = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\scratch.gdb\HDZimp"
DefHDZ_SHP = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\Shape\DefHDZ.shp"
DefPar_SHP = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\Shape\DefPar.shp"
PosHDZ_SHP = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\Shape\PosHDZ.shp"
PosPar_SHP = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\Shape\PosPar.shp"
HDZimp_SHP = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\Shape\HDZimp.shp"

try:
    # -------------Clip parcels to jurisdictional boundaries-------------
    # Define paregion
    paregion = r"\\gislib\mars1\az\counties\pima\gdbs\gdblib.gdb\paregion" 
    parClip1 = Workspace+"\\parClip1"

    # Make feature layer for selections
    arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(paregion,Workspace+"\\paregionLayer")
    print("feature layer made")

    # Select where jurisdiction is unincorporated, remove from selection where owner is United States or 
Tohono O'Odham

    arcpy.SelectLayerByAttribute_management(Workspace+"\\paregionLayer", "NEW_SELECTION", 
"JURIS_OL = 'UNINCORPORATED PIMA COUNTY'")

    arcpy.SelectLayerByAttribute_management(Workspace+"\\paregionLayer", 
"REMOVE_FROM_SELECTION", "OWNERIDX = 'UNITE' OR OWNERIDX = 'TOHON'")

    print("selections made")

    # Results to feed into Parcels variable
    arcpy.FeatureClassToFeatureClass_conversion(in_features=Workspace+"\\paregionLayer", 

out_path=Workspace, out_name="parClip1")
    arcpy.DeleteField_management(parClip1, ["PERIMETER", "PAREGION_", "PARCELIDX", "DPARCEL", 

"OID", "FILEID", "MP", "MP_OL", "SEQ_NUM_S", "ASRAREA", "EXEMPT", "PRIORLMTD", 
"CURRENTLMT", "PARCEL_USE", "LANDCLASS", "LANDRATIO", "LANDMEAS", "LANDUNIT", "LANDFCV",
"IMPCLASS", "IMPRATIO", "IMPFCV", "IMPSOURCE", "TOTALFCV", "DOCKET", "PAGE", "SEQ_NUM_D", 
"RECORDDATE", "TRS_OL", "TRS", "SECTMODIF", "TRACT", "BLOCK", "LOT", "LOT_R", "MAIL1", 
"MAIL2", "MAIL3", "MAIL4", "MAIL5", "ZIP9", "STREETIDX", "STREETNO", "STREETNO_R", "STREETDIR",
"STREETNAME", "STREETCITY", "LEGAL1", "LEGAL2", "LEGAL3", "LEGAL4", "LEGAL5", "LASTCHANGE", 
"MRKT", "CENSUS", "CURZONE", "CURZONE_OL", "ZONEAUTH", "ZONEFLAG", "LINK", "ACRES", 
"X_HPGN", "Y_HPGN", "LON", "LAT"])

    print("feature class parClip1 created in scratch")

    # -----------Create 15% slope polygons within parcels-------------
    print("Creating slope polygons of 15% or greater")

    #Create Feature Layer from Parcels for selections later on
    arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(Parcels, ParcelLayer)
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    # Calcualte percent Slope of DEM, use conditional statement to select from raster any cells with a 
slope value of 15% or over

    arcpy.gp.Slope_sa(PimaElevation, PimaSlope, "PERCENT_RISE", "1")

    Slope15 = Con(PimaSlope,1,"","VALUE >= 15")    
    print("A slope model of areas with 15 or greater percent rise has been created.")

    # Convert values in 15+% zones into integers, and slope raster to polygons, for further processing
    arcpy.gp.Int_sa(Slope15, slope_integer)
    arcpy.RasterToPolygon_conversion(slope_integer, 

r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\scratch.gdb\SlopeVector", "SIMPLIFY", "VALUE")
    print("The slope model has been converted to vector form")

    # Intersect slope zones and parcels
    SlopesFitToParcels = r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\HDZscratch.gdb\SlopesFitToParcels"
    arcpy.Intersect_analysis([Parcels, SlopeVector], 

r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\HDZscratch.gdb\SlopesFitToParcels", "ONLY_FID")
    print("Slope polygons created")

    # -------------Analyze slope polygons for 7.5' rise-------------
    print("Analyzing rise of slope polygons")

    # Zonal statistics to populate each slope polygon with its elevation range from original DEM
    ElevRange = arcpy.sa.ZonalStatistics(SlopesFitToParcels, "OBJECTID" , PimaElevation, "RANGE")

    # Raster calc to isolate cells that are above 7.5 in range
    AboveElevRange = Con(ElevRange,1,"","VALUE >= 7.5")
    AboveElevRange.save(r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\scratch.gdb\AboveElevRange")

    #Convert raster with 7.5 or greater rise into vector form, resulting in HDZ features called RiseVector 
with greater than 7.5 foot rise.

    arcpy.gp.Int_sa(AboveElevRange, Elev_integer)
    arcpy.RasterToPolygon_conversion(Elev_integer, Rise, "SIMPLIFY", "VALUE")
    arcpy.Intersect_analysis([Rise, SlopesFitToParcels], Rise_Vector, "ONLY_FID")
    print("Slope polygons with 7.5' rise created")

    # -------------Analyze Rise Polygons for 50' run in any direction-------------
    print("Analyzing run of 7.5' slope polygons")

    # Measure the distance between vertex pairs of rise polygons and record the maximum in the 
attributes

    arcpy.MinimumBoundingGeometry_management(Rise_Vector, Rise_MBG, "CONVEX_HULL", "NONE", 
"", "MBG_FIELDS")

    print("Vertex pairs of 7.5'rise polygons have been measured for Maximum Length.")
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    #Adjust Definitely MBGs to fit back into slope polygons and parcels by intersecting with 
slopesfittoparcels (Corrects for areas where convex hull is created for a concave shape by cutting them 
back to shape)

    arcpy.Intersect_analysis([Rise_MBG, SlopesFitToParcels], ClipMBG)
    print("Slope polygons of 15% or greater with a rise of 7.5' and a run of 50' in any horizontal direction 

created")

    # -------------Create layers, and copy to results feature dataset-------------
    print("Creating feature classes in results dataset")

    # Create Definitely HDZ features
    arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(ClipMBG, "DefHDZ", "MBG_Length > 60")
    arcpy.FeatureClassToFeatureClass_conversion("DefHDZ", 

r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\scratch.gdb", "MergeDef")
    print("Created MergeDef")

    # Create Possibly HDZ features
    arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(ClipMBG, "PosHDZ", "MBG_Length >= 40 AND MBG_LENGTH 

<= 60")
    arcpy.FeatureClassToFeatureClass_conversion("PosHDZ", 

r"\\stpfgis1\edrive\batch\DSD\HDZ\scratch.gdb", "MergePos")
    print("Created MergePos")

    # Delete extra fields in all FCs
    arcpy.DeleteField_management(MergeDef, ["FID_Rise_MBG", "FID_Rise", "FID_SlopesFitToParcels", 

"ORIG_FID", "FID_SlopesFitToParcels_1", "FID_parClip1", "FID_SlopeVector",])
    arcpy.DeleteField_management(MergePos, ["FID_Rise_MBG", "FID_Rise", "FID_SlopesFitToParcels", 

"ORIG_FID", "FID_SlopesFitToParcels_1", "FID_parClip1", "FID_SlopeVector",])
    print (“Deleted fields”)

    # -------------- Merge Def and Pos HDZ and convert to shape ----------------
    # Add and Calc Field for Def HDZ
    print("Merging Def and Pos HDZ into HDZimp")
    arcpy.AddField_management(MergeDef, "Class", "TEXT", "", "", "12")
    arcpy.CalculateField_management(MergeDef, "Class", "\"Definitely\"", "PYTHON_9.3", "")

    # Add and Calc Field for Pos HDZ
    arcpy.AddField_management(MergePos, "Class", "TEXT", "", "", "12")
    arcpy.CalculateField_management(MergePos, "Class", "\"Possibly\"", "PYTHON_9.3")

    # Merge PosHDZ and DefHDZ
    arcpy.Merge_management([MergePos,MergeDef], HDZimp)
    print("Def and Pos HDZ merged into HDZimp")
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    # remove existing shape files
    print "Check if old files exist and delete them"
    if arcpy.Exists(HDZimp_SHP):
        arcpy.Delete_management(HDZimp_SHP)
    print "Deleted shape files"

    # Copy Features to shape file
    arcpy.CopyFeatures_management(HDZimp, HDZimp_SHP)

    #---------- Send email notification ADDED BY JLA------------------------
    scriptname = "HDZ8_31pa.py"
    emailFrom = scriptname + "<sender email here>"
    emailTo = "recipient emails here"
    msg = MIMEText(sys.argv[0])
    msg['Subject'] = 'The HDZ Parcels ran successfully on STPFGIS1 ' 
    msg['From'] = emailFrom
    msg['To'] = emailTo

    # Send the message via our own SMTP server...don't include the envelope header
    s = smtplib.SMTP()
    s.connect("pimamail.pima.gov")
    s.sendmail (emailFrom, [emailTo], msg.as_string())
    s.close()
    print "DONE"

    # create dummy file for checking by run.bat file
    null_filename = "E:\\batch\\DSD\\HDZ\\scripts\\null.txt"
    FILE = open(null_filename, "w")
    FILE.close()

except arcpy.ExecuteError:
    # Get the tool error messages
    msgs = arcpy.GetMessages(2)

    # Return tool error messages for use with a script tool
    arcpy.AddError(msgs)

    # Print tool error messages for use in Python/PythonWin
    print msgs

except:
    # Get the traceback object
    tb = sys.exc_info()[2]
    tbinfo = traceback.format_tb(tb)[0]
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    # Concatenate information together concerning the error into a message string
    pymsg = "PYTHON ERRORS:\nTraceback info:\n" + tbinfo + "\nError Info:\n" + str(sys.exc_info()[1])
    msgs = "ArcPy ERRORS:\n" + arcpy.GetMessages(2) + "\n"

    # Return python error messages for use in script tool or Python Window
    arcpy.AddError(pymsg)
    arcpy.AddError(msgs)

    # Print Python error messages for use in Python / Python Window
    print pymsg + "\n"
    print msgs
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